
  

Monitoring Coronavirus and
the need of privacy



  

Monitoring Coronavirus
● https://www.technologyreview.com/s/615329/coronavirus-south-

korea-smartphone-app-quarantine/

● http://theconversation.com/coronavirus-south-koreas-success-i
n-controlling-disease-is-due-to-its-acceptance-of-surveillance-1
34068

● https://www.ansa.it/sito/videogallery/italia/2020/03/19/coronaviru
s-controlli-celle-telefoniche-cosa-sono-e-come-funzionano_361
0d248-e14d-495f-aefe-9d03333362b5.html

● http://dangrover.com/blog/2020/04/05/covid-in-ui.html?fbclid=Iw
AR318H6XUAdxOSJjjwBdI6nDpOqAx_EcJ_AmSkNAtssFuC3pt
5jG0y5NqNg

● https://www.wired.com/story/apple-google-bluetooth-contact-tra
cing-covid-19/

●

https://www.technologyreview.com/s/615329/coronavirus-south-korea-smartphone-app-quarantine/
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/615329/coronavirus-south-korea-smartphone-app-quarantine/
http://theconversation.com/coronavirus-south-koreas-success-in-controlling-disease-is-due-to-its-acceptance-of-surveillance-134068
http://theconversation.com/coronavirus-south-koreas-success-in-controlling-disease-is-due-to-its-acceptance-of-surveillance-134068
http://theconversation.com/coronavirus-south-koreas-success-in-controlling-disease-is-due-to-its-acceptance-of-surveillance-134068
https://www.ansa.it/sito/videogallery/italia/2020/03/19/coronavirus-controlli-celle-telefoniche-cosa-sono-e-come-funzionano_3610d248-e14d-495f-aefe-9d03333362b5.html
https://www.ansa.it/sito/videogallery/italia/2020/03/19/coronavirus-controlli-celle-telefoniche-cosa-sono-e-come-funzionano_3610d248-e14d-495f-aefe-9d03333362b5.html
https://www.ansa.it/sito/videogallery/italia/2020/03/19/coronavirus-controlli-celle-telefoniche-cosa-sono-e-come-funzionano_3610d248-e14d-495f-aefe-9d03333362b5.html
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http://dangrover.com/blog/2020/04/05/covid-in-ui.html?fbclid=IwAR318H6XUAdxOSJjjwBdI6nDpOqAx_EcJ_AmSkNAtssFuC3pt5jG0y5NqNg
http://dangrover.com/blog/2020/04/05/covid-in-ui.html?fbclid=IwAR318H6XUAdxOSJjjwBdI6nDpOqAx_EcJ_AmSkNAtssFuC3pt5jG0y5NqNg
https://www.wired.com/story/apple-google-bluetooth-contact-tracing-covid-19/
https://www.wired.com/story/apple-google-bluetooth-contact-tracing-covid-19/


  

Privacy
● https://www.ft.com/content/19d90308-6858-11ea-a3c9-1fe

6fedcca75

● https://blog.openmined.org/covid-app-privacy-advice/

● https://www.covid-watch.org/

● https://www.covid-watch.org/article

https://www.ft.com/content/19d90308-6858-11ea-a3c9-1fe6fedcca75
https://www.ft.com/content/19d90308-6858-11ea-a3c9-1fe6fedcca75
https://blog.openmined.org/covid-app-privacy-advice/
https://www.covid-watch.org/
https://www.covid-watch.org/article


  

Private Set Intersection (PSI)
● Why? 

– To find out the people that met infected subjects
– “… any analytic where you want to compare a user’s 

data (on a phone) with a patient’s data (in the cloud), 
use PSI to avoid centralizing a massive amount of 
data to a single location, which is a prime target for 
hacking and intentional or accidental mis-use”



  

PSI (toy example from wikipedia)

Set A

Set B Eve has been in both places, but 
you don’t know anything about 
Bob and Alice

Man-in-the-middle attack to obtain the encrypted data → one  record matched (the 
intersection), although the name of shared record cannot be learned.
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Private_set_intersection


  

PSI (toy example from wikipedia)
Man-in-the-middle attack to obtain the encrypted data → one  record matched (the 
intersection), although the name of shared record cannot be learned.
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Secret 2

Secret 1

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Private_set_intersection


Problem definition

x1

…
xn

A user makes query to a DB
  He is allowed to make statistical queries (privacy reasons)
  He is smart so he is able to infer information he should not know by repeteatedly making queries 
questions
  We want to allow him to query but we want to preserve privacy of the DB

DatabaseUser



  

K-Anonimity

The information for 
each person 
contained in the 
release cannot be 
distinguished from at 
least k − 1  
individuals whose 
information also 
appear in the release.
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Input Perturbation

x1

…
xn

● Reveal entire database, but randomize entries

Database

x1+1
…

xn+n

Add random noise i to 
each database entry xi 

For example, if distribution of noise has
mean 0, user can compute average of xi

User



Output Perturbation

● Randomize response to each query

(S, f)

Set of rows 
Function on rows 

i f(xi)
True response 

x1

…
xn

DatabaseUser

Add random noise  
to the true response 

+ 



Limits of Output 
Perturbation

● Let n be the size of the 
database (# of entries)

● If O(n½) perturbation applied, 
adversary can extract entire 
database after poly(n) queries

● …but even with O(n½ log n) 
perturbation, it is unlikely that 
user can learn anything useful 
from the perturbed answers 
(too much noise)



A more practical definition of 
Privacy

IMPOSSIBLE 

Privacy means that anything that can be learned about a 
respondent from the statistical database can be learned without 
access to the database

SECOND APPROACH (DIFFERENTIAL PRIVACY)

Whatever is learned about one respondent A would be learned 
regardless of whether or not A participates to the database



Differential Privacy

● Promise: an individual will not be affected, adversely 
or otherwise, by allowing his/her data to be used in 
any study or analysis, no matter what other studies, 
datasets, or information sources, are available

● Paradox: learning nothing about an individual while 
learning useful statistical information about a 
population

slide 13



Differential Privacy: parameter
For every pair of inputs D1 D2 
that differ in one row ← 
presence or absence of a 

record      
           

For every output O

        
If algorithm A satisfies differential privacy then

Pr [ A(D1)= O ]_  < exp(  )   (

Pr [ A(D2)= O ]
Intuition: adversary should not be able to use

output O to distinguish between any D1 and D2

Controls the degree to which D1 and D2 
can be distinguished.

Smaller ε gives more privacy 

and worse utility





Calculate the average age of a group of people. 

Instead of having each person send you their true age, you have 
them send you their true age + random number between -100 and 
100. So, if someone was 42, they might send you 42 + (-50) = -8.

we can generate random numbers so that if you average over 
enough of them, they cancel each other out. Thus, if 10,000 people 
all add a random number (pulled from a distribution with a mean of 0) 
to their age before reporting it, the average age reported will still be 
similar to the underlying raw data despite the fact that nobody 
revealed their true age.

The bigger the random numbers (on average), the more privacy 
protection we give people, but the larger the group of people we need 
to average over before we can get aggregate statistics

This approach is useful for allowing app users to transform their local 
data in a way that protects it so that the central server can collect 
useful statistics without the central server being able to reverse 
engineer any specific person’s personal data.



  

Differential Privacy
https://towardsdatascience.com/understanding-differential-privacy-85ce191e198a

https://towardsdatascience.com/understanding-differential-privacy-85ce191e198a


  

Assume you want to infer the percentage of innocents in the population 
(p_innocent) from that noisy data.
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Case Study: K-means Clustering
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K-means Clustering

● Partition a set of points x1, x2, …, xn into k 
clusters S1, S2, …, Sk such that the following 
is minimized:
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K-means Clustering

Algorithm  (Lloyd):
Initialize a set of k centers
Repeat

– Assign each point to its nearest center
– Recompute the set of centers

   Until convergence …
Output final set of k centers
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Differentially Private K-means

●  Suppose we fix the number of iterations to T
● In each iteration (given a set of centers):

– 1. Assign the points to the new center to form 
clusters

– 2. Noisily compute the size of each cluster
– 3. Compute noisy sums of points in each cluster



https://dennyglee.com/2007/09/24/analyzing-data-while-protecting-privacy-a-case-study/
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Differentially Private Kmeans

●  Suppose we fix the number of iterations to T
● In each iteration (given a set of centers):

– 1. Assign the points to the new center to form clusters
– 2. Noisily compute the size of each cluster
– 3. Compute noisy sums of points in each cluster

Each iteration uses ε/T privacy budget, total privacy T privacy budget, total privacy 
loss is ε
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Differentially Private Kmeans

●  Question: Which of these steps expands privacy 
budget?

●  In each iteration (given a set of centers):
– 1. Assign the points to the new center to form clusters 
– 2. Noisily compute the size of each cluster
– 3. Compute noisy sums of points in each cluster
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Differentially Private Kmeans

● In each iteration (given a set of centers):
– 1. Assign the points to the new center to form 

clusters 
– 2. Noisily compute the size of each cluster
– 3. Compute noisy sums of points in each cluster

● If each cluster has large size then we expect 
that the error in computing size is small
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Differentially Private Kmeans
Original K-means alg.       Laplace Kmeans algorithm

Even though we noisily compute centers, Laplace k-means can distinguish 
clusters that are far apart.
Since we add noise to the sums with sensitivity proportional to |dom|, Laplace k-
means can’t distinguish small clusters that are close by.
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